Tech Trackmen Oppose Brown  

Two Teams Meet For First Time In 5 Years

For the first time in five years, Tech and Brown will hold an outdoor dual track meet. Five years ago, in 1941, Brown University ran through with a lead of one and half points, thus beating Tech. The Gardens meet this year will be held at Brown University this Saturday afternoon.

Tech Coach Oscar Hedlund predicts this to be one of the closest meets of the season, because of the differences of scores not being more than five points. Although this will be the first meet of the season, it will be Brown’s third meet. They have already beaten University of Connecticut and Northeastern by scores of 80-0 and 85-0, respectively.

Coach Hedlund has already set the greater part of the medals lineup and three of the men, Barney and Bower, are returnees. Barney and Bower have just returned to Tech while Bower was just discharged from the U.S. Navy.

Soccer Rally To Be Held

Next Thursday, May 2

The Soccer Rally for the Spring season practices will be held Thursday, May 2, at 8:00 P.M. in Room 9-200. The practice will begin on Wednesday, May 1.

All men who are interested in participating in soccer who enter cards for last season’s college soccer tournament, should see Manager Justin A. Purcell in Wood 318.

B. K. Volleyball Victory Appears For Sigma Nu

S.A.E. Or Sigma Chi Will Capture Need, As Tournament Ends

The volleyball tournament is present for Sigma Nu and S.A.E. who are taking the last two games of the Round Robin being played off this Thursday night. The final three games will be held at Brown University and are Sigma Nu, S.A.E. Alpha Rho, Sigma Chi, and Phi Sigma Kappa. Of these, Sigma Nu is favored to win, but winning all their games as far as now being able to. The Sigma Nu’s, Oberlin being the most to be looked at in the game against S.A.E. and Sigma Chi, which ought to be very close.

The results of the Sigma Nu games have only been: Sigma Nu best Phi Sigma Kappa, 14-0, 14. A strong Sigma Nu team came from behind to defeat S.A.E. in a series of close games 15-0, 15-15, 15-15. The following night Sigma Nu held a slight edge over Sigma Chi and took them 15-7, 15-15. Also, the S.A.E. team, putting together in the last 18 minutes came from behind in both games to beat Phi Sigma Kappa 25-15, 25-13.

Spring Frolic

(Continued from Page 1)

On April 17 Monroes totaled 5 runs and 7 hits to set up a slimmer victory margin over M.I.T. At April 22 Monroes had another successful game with and without hits taking 3-1 over 3rd. Playing with a perfect record of 0-0 and marking the end of the season, Hayden could do at bat in a good manner.
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